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Do you have lost your data or want to make sure that your memory device is in perfect shape? DMDE will detect your device and analyze data it contains. Thanks to the built-in algorithm, DMDE can find most of the files and restore them without any problems. It can detect deleted files, lost partitions, changed file system type or even non-existent files. When DMDE detects corrupt data, it can repair it without making any changes to your files. DMDE has a
built-in graphical interface, which gives access to all basic functions. Apart from that, you will be able to restore files and directories and change parameters for pre-scans. DMDE has two editions: professional and home. For the professional edition, you will get the following benefits: 1) Enhanced version detection 2) Enhanced search function 3) Improved pre-scan settings 4) Advanced scan settings 5) Support for FAT and NTFS file systems 6) Faster search

function 7) Improved interface 8) Optimized code for better performance 9) "Save to file" function 10) Auto-save settings DMDE professional edition has been tested with SATA and IDE drives. It can work with either memory modules or drives. Key features of DMDE professional edition: - Detects most of the file systems - Detects modified file systems - Detects deleted files - Detects lost partitions - Detects changed partition table type - Detects missing files
or directories - Detects non-existent files - Detects changed UDF type - Detects changed MFT type - Detects modified MFT type - Detects modified MFT entry - Detects MFT tree changes - Detects file system changes - Detects file changes - Detects file system changes - Detects file system changes - Detects file system changes - Detects file system changes - Detects file system changes - Detects file system changes - Detects file system changes - Detects file

system changes - Detects file system changes - Detects MFT changes - Detects MFT entry changes - Detects MFT tree changes - Detects MFT file system changes - Detects MFT type changes - Detects MFT entry changes - Detects MFT type changes - Detects MFT entry changes - Detects MFT entry changes - Detects MFT entry changes - Detects MFT entry changes - Detects MFT entry changes

DMDE

This is a utility for parsing and analyzing disk records. It allows you to read / write file headers and clusters, as well as to create files from disk records. Features: * Up to 5 devices can be read / written * File header reading / writing * Up to 500 records can be read / written * Ability to convert File Header records to file records * Analyzes File Header and Cluster Records * Cluster searching * Mounting / Dismounting * Supported file systems: FAT12, FAT16,
FAT32, NTFS, ReFS, VFAT, UDF, HPFS * Supported Record Types: FAT12, FAT16, FAT32, NTFS, VFAT, ReFS, HPFS, UDF, VHD, UDFX * Supported File System Features: File Creation, Deletion, Rename, Access, Modified, etc. * Supports for recovering deleted files, if possible * Supported operating systems: Linux (Ubuntu, Red Hat, Debian) Reclamer is a powerful tool for you to quickly recover photos, movies, music and documents of hard drive
failure or accidental deletion. It is ideal to recover all media files (MP3, WMA, AVI, JPEG, MPG, MOV, etc.) and removable media (USB, Zip, external hard drive, memory card, etc.). It is designed to be small, fast and easy to use. key features: - Find a lost photo, movie, or music - Recover a photo, movie, or music - Recover deleted files of the media - Supports over 300 media formats - Supports for different kinds of hard drive failure, and it is a safe way to

recover your media - Supports for Windows and Linux systems - Fast speed - Easy to use GuanoDo is a bootable Linux Live CD/USB for analyzing hard drive and recovering data. For Windows 7/8/8.1 users, you can run GuanoDo on Windows Virtual Machine. This is a free and open-source bootable Linux Live CD/USB for analyzing hard drive and recovering data. GuanoDo can read raw disk drives (ex: USB flash drives, solid-state drives, and hard drives). To
read and analyze data of hard drive, it is not limited to built-in tools. You can use dd to copy data to file and use cfdisk or fdisk to 77a5ca646e
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DMDE is a powerful and flexible drive imaging software. It is an advanced hardware independent imaging tool to clone/mirror/copy/reformat/convert your HDD/SSD into a new image. DMDE supports cloning, copying, mirroring, reformatting, creating FAT32, NTFS, ext2/3/4, exFat, Btrfs, XFS, ISO, UFS and UDF file system. You can directly backup, restore, clone, mirror and format your hard drive. Just with a click of a button, DMDE can clone your
complete Hard Disk, create a new image, convert your hard drive, clone your hard drive and create new image, it is more easy and more flexiable than other similar products. Download and install the application by clicking on the link below. DMDE Features: Supports any partition size. (3GB-2TB) Supports to back up/restore/clone/mirror/convert any partition type (FAT/NTFS/NTFS/ExFat/UFS/UDF/ISO/BTRFS/XFS) Supports Intel/AMD processors.
Supports all Intel/AMD based motherboards. Supported OS : Windows 98/Me/2000/XP/2003/Vista/7/8/8.1/10 Supported Hard disk drives : Any type, size (3GB-2TB). Supports ANY Hard disk to make an image of that. Supports IDE, SATA, SCSI type of Hard disk drives. Easy and Simple Full featured application Full featured application File Explorer File Explorer Image viewer Image viewer Mount volume on Windows Explorer Mount volume on Windows
Explorer Partition table viewer Partition table viewer Process partition Process partition Repair partition Repair partition Sector map Sector map Scandisk Scandisk Startup manager Startup manager Status & Error Logs Status & Error Logs Volume bar Volume bar Effecient Effecient Easy to use Easy to use Copy Complete! Copy Complete! Multi threading Multi threading

What's New in the?

Data Doctors Data Doctors is a free data recovery application that can repair corrupted and damaged drives. It can easily restore files that are lost due to virus attacks, disk errors or hardware failures. Total Commander is a complete file management software, which can copy, move, rename, delete, split and join files and folders. The software provides many simple and powerful file editing functions: add, cut, copy, paste, delete, split and join files and folders,
adjust size and time, compress, decompress, search for files, rename and extract ZIP, RAR, 7Z, ISO, TAR and other archives, convert files and folders and much more. Total Commander has easy to use menus and toolbars that make all file operations very easy. The application allows you to organize files in groups and to copy, cut, paste and move them among these groups. You can perform these operations on files and folders, as well as on archive files (rar,
7z, zip, tar) and you can even use filters to search for the files you need. Total Commander is the most powerful and easiest file manager you can ever have. Its file managers support both Windows NT, 2000 and XP. Total Commander includes many other useful tools for file management: File Compare, Zip Catalog, Network Browser, List View, Bookmarks, Quick View (Actions), File History, Checksum, Password Manager, Audio Manager, Bookmarks
Manager, Tools, Integration with Explorer, the Backup utility, archive tools, CD/DVD creator, the View menu, command-line shell. Total Commander is a complete file management software, which can copy, move, rename, delete, split and join files and folders. The software provides many simple and powerful file editing functions: add, cut, copy, paste, delete, split and join files and folders, adjust size and time, compress, decompress, search for files, rename
and extract ZIP, RAR, 7Z, ISO, TAR and other archives, convert files and folders and much more. Total Commander has easy to use menus and toolbars that make all file operations very easy. The application allows you to organize files in groups and to copy, cut, paste and move them among these groups. You can perform these operations on files and folders, as well as on archive files (rar, 7z, zip, tar) and you can even use filters to search for the files you need.
Total Commander is the most powerful and easiest file manager you can ever have. Its file managers support both Windows NT, 2000 and XP. Total Commander includes many other useful tools for file management: File Compare, Zip Catalog, Network Browser, List View, Bookmarks, Quick View (Actions), File History, Checksum, Password Manager, Audio Manager, Bookmarks Manager, Tools, Integration with Explorer, the Backup utility, archive tools,
CD/DVD creator, the View menu, command-
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System Requirements:

We have tested this driver on Windows 10 but some features are not available yet on Windows 10 and on more recent operating systems. We are working on some features to be available on Windows 10 but don’t have an estimated date. We are working on new features on Windows 10 to be released soon but don’t have an estimated date. We are working on new features on Windows 10 to be released soon but don�
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